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Abstract-In this paper, we consider a linear difference equation in which the coefficient matrix 
is variable and depends on a positive parameter. Under some conditions, we prove that the above 
equation is kinematically similar to a block upper triangular equation. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we study the linear difference equation of the form 
4n + 1) = neZ={ )..., -l,O,l,..., }, 
where E is a positive parameter, A(n) (resp., o(n)) is an T x T (resp., m x m) invertible matrix 
for n E 2, and B(n) (resp., C(n)) is an r x m (resp., m x r) matrix, such that 
IA(n)1 5 4 IA-‘(n)] < 4 - IC(n)I 5 M, IB(n)I i M, n E 2; (2) 
M and S are positive constants and 1 . I denotes a norm. 
Consider the difference equation 
~(72 + 1) = o(n)v(n), n E Z, (3) 
where D(n) is an m x m invertible matrix for n E 2. 
We say that (3) h as an exponential dichotomy (see [l] and the references cited therein) if there 
exist a projection P and constants K > 1, 0 < p < 1, such that 
IV(n)PV-l(m)1 5 Kpnem, n > m, - 
/V(n)(I, - P)V-l(m)1 < Kpmmn, m 2 n, (4) 
where n, m E 2 and V(n) is the fundamental matrix solution of (3), such that V(0) = I*; I, is 
the m x m identity matrix. 
Consider now the difference equation 
9(n + 1) = H(n, c)y(n), n E 2, 
where H(n, E) is an (T + m) x (r + m) matrix and E is a positive parameter. 
(5) 
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We say that (1) and (5) are kinematically similar if there exists an invertible matrix cP(n, E), 
which is bounded together with its inverse, such that the change of variables x(n) = (a(n, ~)y(n), 
n E 2, transforms (1) into (5). 
In this paper, we prove that if E is sufficiently small and relations (2)) (4), 6p < 1 hold, then 
equation (1) is kinematically similar to (5), where H(n, E) is a block upper triangular matrix. 
We note that the result obtained in this paper is the discrete analogous of that of Chang [2]. 
A diagonalizable result for the differential equation defined in [2], where t E [0, oo), has been 
obtained in Remark 2 [3, p. 339-3401 and for the difference equation of the form (l), where 
however, n E N = {O,l,. . . } and the coefficient matrix is invertible and bounded together with 
its inverse, an analogous result has been proved in Corollary 2 [4, p. 285-2861. 
Since linear difference equations arise ss variational equations along the orbits of discrete 
dynamical systems, it is worthwhile to study them. 
MAIN RESULT 
We prove our main result. 
PROPOSITION. Consider equation (1) where the relations (2) hold. Suppose also that (3) has an 
exponential dichotomy (4) and 
q=Sp<l, (6) 
where 6 (resp., p) is defined in (2) (resp., (4)). Th en, if E satisfies the inequality 
M (resp., K) is defined in (2) (resp., (4)), th ere exists an m x r bounded matrix T(n, e), n E 2, 
such that 
36KM 
IT(v)I 51-1, - p= l-q (8) 
and satisfies the relation 
T(n + 1, E)A(n) + eT(n + 1, e)B(n)T(n, E) - D(n)T(n, E) - C(n) = 0. (9) 
Moreover, the change of variables 
44 = +(n, f)dn) = ( 1 T(: E) Io > y(n), n E 2, m 
where I,. is the r x r identity matrix, transforms (1) into (5) with H(n, E) having the block upper 
triangular form 
H(n, c) = E(n, 6) S(n, c) o 
> R(n,c) ’ 
n E 2, (11) 
E(n, E) = A(n) + d(n)T(n, E), S(n, E) = d(n) and R(n, E) = D(n) - eT(n + 1, c)B(n). 
PROOF. Let B be the set of all m x T bounded matrices which satisfy the inequality (8) and 
T E B. For any E satisfying (7) we define the operator J,, on B as follows 
n-1 
&T(n) = c V(n)PV-‘(s + 1) (--ET(s + l)B(s)T(s) + C(s)) A-‘(s)Z(s + 1)2-‘(n) 
S=---oo 
- 2 V(n)(I, - P)V-‘(s + 1) (-eT(s + l)B(s)T(s) + C(s)) 
s=TZ 
x A-‘(s)Z(s + 1)2-‘(n), (12) 
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where V(n) is defined in (4) and Z(n) is the fundamental matrix solution of the equation 
z(n + 1) = A(n)z(n), n E Z, 
such that Z(0) = I,.. By using (2), we have 
(z(n)z-l(m)( < +-m’, - n,m E Z. 
First, we prove that J’E is in I3. Relations (2), (4), (6), (8), (12), and (13) imply that 
13JYn)l 5 
2SKM(1+ E/_?) 
l-q ’ 
n E Z. 
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(13) 
(14) 
Hence, from relations (7), (8), and (14), we get J&T(n)1 < 1-1, and so JC is in a. 
We prove now that JC is a contraction on B. Let T and T E B. Then from (2), it follows that 
[cT(s + l)B(s)T(s)A-l(s) - cT(s + l)B(s)T(s)A-l(s)1 
5 E ((T(s + 1) - T(s + 1)) B(s)T(s)A-l(s)1 + 6 I?;(s + l)B(s) (T(s) -T(s)) A-+)( 
5 2cS/&(T - Tj, 
(15) 
where IT - T[ = sup {(T(n) - T(n)1 , n E Z}. Therefore using (4), (12), (13), and (15) we take 
06) 
Relations (7), (S), and (16) imply that Jt is a contraction on B, and so, there exists a unique 
T(., e) E B, such that 
JJ’(n, e) = T(n, c), n E Z. (17) 
Using (12) and (17), we can show that T(n,c) n E Z is a solution of (9) satisfying (8). 
Furthermore, since T(n,e) satisfies (9), the change of variables z(n) = @(n, c)y(n), n E Z 
transforms (1) into (5), where Q(n,e), H(n,E) are defined in (10) and (ll), respectively. This 
completes the proof of the proposition. 
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